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AudioActiv Introduces First Waterproof Floating Case for Logitech UE
BOOM Bluetooth Speaker

The Logitech UE BOOM is the latest speaker to be protected by the AudioActiv VAULT series
waterproof speaker case. VAULT cases ensure 100% waterproof, dirt and impact-resistant
protection while also delivering all the sound expected from Bluetooth speakers.

Atlanta, GA (PRWEB) August 27, 2014 -- AudioActiv launches the VAULT LS waterproof speaker case for
the Ultimate Ears BOOM Bluetooth speaker. The popular UE BOOM™ joins the Bose SoundLink™ and
Jawbone JAMBOX™ series as the newest speaker protected by AudioActiv VAULT cases.

VAULT cases are the first protective enclosures designed to safeguard portable speakers from water, dirt, shock
and more, all while delivering hifi sound through a patent pending technology called AudioClear ™. Pairing a
portable speaker with a VAULT LS case means enjoying music in the great outdoors has never been easier or
less risky.

“Although the UE BOOM comes standard with a water-resistant exterior, we have received tons of requests for
a VAULT case to ensure this speaker can actually survive just about anything, including full water
submersion," says David Sanborn, President of AudioActiv. "The VAULT for UE BOOM guarantees your
speaker will keep the party going no matter where you decide to take it."

AudioActiv established a foothold in the protective case market with their launch of the original VAULT case
in late 2012. Since that time the company has amassed thousands of customers due to the unique ability to
deliver serious protection, unbelievable sound and long-lasting durability for some of the best-selling portable
speakers from market leaders like Jawbone, Bose and others. More information on VAULT cases can be found
at http://www.audioactiv.com.

MSRP: VAULT LS for Ultimate Ears BOOM: $59.99

About AudioActiv

AudioActiv is a young company with a passion for designing and manufacturing great products that make every
day more enjoyable. Their journey began when music, the outdoors and a never-ending pursuit of good times
came together to form a simple idea. That idea inspired AudioActiv's founders to develop their first product, the
original VAULT case. The VAULT case was the first-ever protective enclosure to allow music lovers to
experience all of the amazing features of their portable Bluetooth speaker without having to worry about
damage from water, dirt, sand, snow or impact. AudioClear acoustic technology was designed to deliver
reliable protection and uncompromising sound like nothing available in the market.
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Contact Information
Chris Braswell
AudioActiv
http://www.audioactiv.com
+1 (404) 549-7466

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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